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ABSTRACT 

The •lectromagnatic energy incident on ground-bteed antennae on Johneton 

laland aa a reeult of the five hlgh-tltitude nuclear burata of the Fish Bowl aerlea 

waa meaaured in the frequency regions around 926 Mc, 3000 Mc, and 34.500 Mc 

by the radiometric techniquea described in this report.  The data, recorded in 

terma of antenna temperaturea. are directly interpretable aa physical tempera- 

turea of the thermally radiating regiona and allow the deduction of the attenuation 

encountered by radio-frequency signals paasing through the burst regions. 

The peak micro- 

wave temperaturea were found to decreaae with altitude 

The fireball region of all shot» waa found to attenuate 34.500-Mc 

signals severely for several aeconds and 3000-Mc signals for several minutes. 

The one-way attenuation 

on a radial path to the Blue Gill fireball was calculated to be 10 db for 34.500 Mc 

at one second; for Tight Rope, it was 13 db for 34.500 Mc at one-half second. 

The attenuation through the Star Fish burst region waa demonstrated to be unim- 

portant for microwave signals in the frequency region of 3000 Mc and above. 

The noise, which would be Injected into a radar receiver by high-altitude 

bursts, can be calculated directly from the radiometric data obtained.   A radar 

system with a narrow beamwidth pointed directly at a nuclear burst 

This situation rigorously restricts the ultimate sensitivity which can 

be achieved by the use of low-noise receivers for radars to be operated In such an 
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environment.  The effectiveness of a nuclear burst as a generator of microwave 

noise increases with altitude 
The time history of the 

temperatures of the burst region for the three microwave frequencies of the 

rsdiometrlc measurements presented considerable insight Into the physical 

processes occurring during the high-altitude events.  Electron densities and 

recombination rates have been deduced from the radiometric data. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1       OBJECTIVES 

The primary objective of Lincoln Laboratory' • Project 7. 2b 

during the FUh Bowl Series wae to meaaure the electromagnetic energy 

Incident on ground-baaed antennaa on Johnston Island as a result of the 

hlgh-altltude nuclear bursts In the frequency regions around 925 Mc 

(hereafter, L-band). 3000 Mc (S-band), and 34.450 Mc (K^-band). 

Five hlgh-altltude teats were conducted during the series.   These 

are summarised briefly In Table 1.1. 

Quantitative data were obtained In all five of these tests.   The 

data recorded in terms of antenna temperatures   are directly Interpret- 

able as physical temperatures of the thermally radiating regions and allow 

the deduction of the attenuation encountered by radio-frequency signals 

passing through the burst region. 

1. 2       BACKGROUND AND THEORY 

Thermal radiation is the result of energy exchange of charged 

particles caused by random interactions.  These may take the form, 



for exampl«. of tramitiont of iUte of bound electron! resulting from 

collliione with other particlet.   In the. eituitlon of interest to thi« invetti- 

gation, the ionised partidee in the pUem* generated by the nuclear buret 

interact with each other and with electromagnetic radiation in a   free-free 

type trantition.   Thii   bremiStrahlung   reeulte in a much broader epectrum 

than that of the well-known eynchrotron radiation generated by the inter- 

action of the charged particles with the magnetic field.   The primary 

microscopic mechanism in the generation and absorption of the micro- 

wave radiation investigated by the radiometric measurements reported 

here is this   free-free   type transition occurring among the charged 

particles produced by the nuclear burst. 

For the case of a body in thermal equilibrium which absorbs 

all incident radiation, the radiated spectrum is a universal function of 

frequency characterized by the temperature  T .   The intensity of radia- 

tion and the complete spectrum for such a   black body   is given in terms 

of the temperature by the Planck radiation  law.   Other bodies may, for 

a variety of reasons, radiate an entirely different spectrum.   The radia- 

tion at a given frequency may still be characterized by the temperature 

of the black body which would radiate an equal amount at that frequency. 

The electromagnetic energy received by an antenna is ultimately absorbed 

in a matched resistive load.   The signal power available at the input of 

the amplifier from this termination is 

PakT.B ^'l) 

A 

where k is Boltzmann's constant,   TA  is the effective antenna tempera- 

ture, and  B  is the bandwidth.   For an antenna enclosed in a black body 

of temperature  TM  . it can be shown by use of Planck's  radiation law 

12 



that the Intuitiv« retult,   TA » TM , it valid. 

It it uteful to contider the tituation depicted below.    Radiation 

characterited by the radiation temperature Tg pattet through an attenu- 

ating layer before reaching the antenna. 

0 

Ts(0i 

V1- .aL 

M 

t .i 

dl 

If the abtorption coefficient of the medium it  a(f), the tignal it decreated 

by an amount 

dT»-a(l)TsdJ (1-2) 

in traverting a vaniihingly thin layer  di.   For a uniform layer of thick- 

nett.   L  , thit may be integrated to give 

Ts(0) - Tse 
-aL (1.3) 

where Ts(0)   repretentt the remaining tignal at the antenna.   In the hypo- 

thetical cate for which the medium it •emi-infinlte In extent, the antenna 

temperature mutt equal the medium temperature  TM   .   Therefore, the 

radiation temperature which originates in the layer of thicknett.  L. it 

V*M'—-^ "•4, 

and the total antenna temperature is then 

TA-TS^
L*TM(1-.-"I (1.5) 

13 



The factor e"^ U the transmitUnce of the l*yer.inore iimply designated 

ai  T     .   The behavior of the antenna temperature may be inferred from 

this Elation.   If the attenuation in •mall. 1. e.. aL - 0. the antenna teee 

the background temperature Ts .   If the attenuation of the layer ie large, 

I. e., aL » 1 , the antenna temperature approaches the temperature of 

the layer,and the contribution from the source  Tg becomes negligible. 

For the purpose of interpreting a typical situation, the tempera- 

ture  Ts may be considered to represent the sky background signal and 

T     a layer formed by the burst either in the fireball itself or in the 

ionized atmosphere.   At low radio frequencies (i. e., less than a hundred 

megacycles per second), the sky background temperature  Tg is many 

thousand degrees (Kelvin).   The objective of a well-known series of 

measurements (Reference 1). which was carried out with riometers distributed over 

awidearea, was, in fact,to monitor  Tse-
aL  and thereby determine 

the increase in the atmospheric attenuation in the frequency reg.on 20 Mc 

to 120 Mc  following a high-altitude nuclear blast. 

At the higher microwave frequencies at which the radiometers 

of this project were operated, the sky background temperature  Tg be- 

come, quite small (e. g.. 20OK at L-band and 1° K at K^-band) and. as 

a general rule, does not contribute appreciably to the antenna temperatures. 

During these measurements, the antennas were directed toward   the fire- 

ball, and this was the principal source of radiation and absorption.while 

the intervening atmosphere was another potentially absorbing layer.   The 

appropriate form of the antenna temperature relation in this situation is 

then 

TA = TMTB(l-TB)+TM(l-TM)+TgTMTB (1.6) 

where T0   is the temperature of the burst region and   TB  its transmittance. 

14 



It if of interest now to contider wh»t result would be obuined 

as a function of frequency under the assumption that the electron density 

is considerably higher than that in the intervening atmosphere.   For the 

sake of simpUfying the discussion, it is also assumed that the tempera- 

tures  TAandTB  are independent of frequency.   At very low frequencies, 

radiation is absorbed in the lower layer (TM - 0), and the antenna would 

see the layer temperature TM .   For higher frequencies, the lower layer 

becomes transparent {TM- 1)  while the second region remains opaque 

(T    » 0),and the antenna would see the temperature of the burst region 
o 

T    .   For still higher frequencies (or lower electron densities), the 

burst region becomes transparent (TB - Ojand the antenna would see 

through the burst region.   Examples of each of these conditions will be 

found In the results.   The second condition above, for which the antenna 

temperature becomes approximately equal to the temperature of the burst 

region, occurs often enough In practice to make the radlometrlc measure- 

ments a valuable method of determining the temperature of the burst region 

directly from the observations.   The more observing frequencies that are 

used, the better the Individual quantities TB. Tg. and TM can be determined 

directly from the measurements.   In some Instances, additional independent 

data, for example, optical estimates of Tg . are necessary to determine 

the TB . or the absorption, explicitly from the radlometry data. 

The attenuation in decibels. LM = 10 logJL . of electromagnetic 

radiation In an Ionized medium may be related to the electron-ion density 

by some of the relations found In plasma theory (Reference 2). 

Thus, 
n   v di ,   n    v ax 

L^ = 4. 6 x KT2 I  -V-2 j (1.7) 
4TT' f4, + V^ 

where ne is the electron density,  cm"3, v i» the electron collision fre- 

quency. and   f Is the frequency of the electromagnetic radiation in 

15 



m«g»cyclef p«r iecond.   Introducing th« txpreMlon £or v £or a fuUy 

ionized pUim« »nd »••uming a uniform Uyer of thickneit  L  (in kilo- 

m*t«ri),th« «xpretsion for tho »tteniutlon becomes 

2 x 10       e .    „ 

where the appropriate condition 4TT2 f2 » v2  hat been applied.   Thie 

relation is useful in making rough comparisons of the radiometric re- 

sults with the physical conditions to the extent that they are known. 

Aside from the above considerations, the use of high microwave 

frequencies in this type of observation has the obvious advantage that 

highly directive beams may be formed with relatively small antennas. 

The burst area itself or nearby localixed areas may then be probed 

independently with increased sensitivity by the finer beamwldths. 

It is necessary even in the case of narrow beamwidthe to con- 

sider the effect of the finite siae of the beam on the measurements.   In 

general, the burst region does not fill the beam completely, and the antenna 

temperature is proportionately smaller than the source temperature, i. e., 

TA.fATB W 

where f. is a   beam-filling factor.     (It is assumed for the moment that 

the transmitunce of the source is zero (fg « 0).)    If the antenna beam 

were a single conical-shaped lobe of constant gain throughout the solid 

angle CK with zero gain elsewhere, and the source of uniform tempera- 

ture throughout the soUd angle Og which lies within nA , the filling 

factor would be 

fA-^ f"nB<nA 
A 

£  «i        for nB»nA 0-l0) 
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For a real antenna, however, the gain !• not con.tant throughout the main 

lobe,and some energy ente« the antenna by way of its unavoidable fidelobee. 

The Rain patterns of the radiometric antenna, at I^-band, S-band. and L-band 

areehownincro.. .ectionlnFige.  1.1, 1.2. »ndl.3. respectively.   The 

antenna temperature is then an average of the source temperature weighted 

by the antenna gain function and is given by 

IT TR (fi) G(n) dn 

T     a ^2  (1.11) 

JJ c(n)dn 

where flg is the solid angle subtended by the source at the antenna,and 0(0) 

is the gain function of the antenna.   In general, it is not possible to find a 

complete solution of Equation 1.11 even for an Idealized case In which C(n) Is 

represented by »n analytic function.   However. It Is useful to consider the 

special case in which a uniform source of circular cross section Is centered 

In the direction of maximum gain of the antenna.   In polar coordinates 

TA ' fA TB 

where 
Zn^B 
JJ      G{<t>,<(>) »irKJ) d<j> d<f> 

e        oo (I« 12) 
fA 'Trv 

JJ     C(<t>,(p) sln^» dQ dtp 

This Integral has been evaluated numerically for the three radiometric an- 

tennas used in this project under the condition, stated.    These result, are 

presented In Flgs.l.l.  1.5. and 1.6 for the K^band. the S-band. and the 

L-band antennas,  respectively.and are utilized exten.ively in the Interpre- 

tatlon of the data.   One over-simplified conclusion to be noted is that for 

Ka-band. fA * 0. 9 during most of the time for each eventfand at S-band 

f   - 0. 8 during much of the measurement period of the three highest shots. 

The role of several parameters which affect the measurements in an 

incidental manner have not yet been discussed.    The antenna signals were 
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m.a.ured at the input of the radiometer after pa..ing through a length of 

trantmiMion line.   These line loiiet were meaiured and appropriate cor- 

reetioni applied to the measured signals to obtain the antenna signals.   At 

K -band the water vapor and the oxygen in the atmosphere attenuate the 
* _..    .        .MM. 

signal a small amount before it reaches the antenna.   This loss (e ) 

i, a function of the local weather conditions and must be msasured shortly 

before the nuclear event.   This was accomplished by noting the change in 

antenna temperature as a function of the elevation angle by a method intro- 

duced by Dicke (Reference 3).  The contribution of the sky temperature Ts was estimated 

from a measurement of the total antenna temperature in those cases for 

which it conceivably might be appreciable.   The total signal temperature 

at the radiometer prior to shot time is 

where T0 is the resultant signal including the plumbing loss,  iL i8 the 

transmittance of the transmission line (^ > l/Une loss), and the term 

2^ e Tc G. in which Tc is the ground temperature, e its emissivity. and 

G the average gain of the sidelobes subtending the ground,represent8 a 

small, nearly constant contribution to the total antenna temperature from 

the sidelobes which intercept the ground.   Measurement of the total an- 

tenna temperature at the input to the radiometer, prior to the nuclear 

event, provides a valuable check not only on the atmospheric loss but also 

on any change in the transmission line losses which sometimes occurs in 

a tropical climate where moisture is prevalent. 

The results which are given in the following sections are presented 

in terms of the inciease in antenna temperature over it, quiescent value 

prior to the nuclear event and represent the contribution to the total an- 

tenna temperature due to the nuclear effects.    Corrections have been made 

for the various systematic losses. 
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TABLE I. 1   SUMMARY OF EVENTS 

Event Date Altitude 
km 

•    Yield 

Star Fifh 
Prime 

Check Mate 

July   9, 1962 

Oct. 20. 1962 

400 1.3 Mt 

King Fifh Nov.   1, 1962 

Blue Gill Triple 
Prime 

Oct. 26, 1962 

Tight Rope Nov.   4, 1962 
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CHAPTER 2 

PROCEDURES AND INSTRUMENTATION 

2.1       INSTRUMENTATION 

The initrumenUtion utilised in the Lincoln Laboratory meaiure- 

ments on Johnston Itland during the FUh Bowl Series Included four com- 

plete radlometrlc systems operated at three widely separated microwave 

frequencies.   Measurements of the electromagnetic characteristics of 

the nuclear bursts wer* made with these radiometers at K^band 

(34,450 Mc, vertical polarisation), S-band (3000 Mc, vertical polari- 

sation), and at L-band (925 Mc, vertical and horlsontal polarizations). 

The K -band radiometer used a 4-foot parabolic antenna which 

provided a 0.6° beam at the half-power level with a maximum gain of 

48. 5 db.   The gain pattern In the  E-plane Is shown In Fig. 1.1.   The 

beam was nearly circularly symmetric,and the pattern in the  H-pUne 

Is quite similar to the one shown.   Referring to the block diagram of 

Fig. 2.1, the signal from the antenna passed through a ferrlte switch 

which modulated the Incoming signal at a 100-cps rate and compared it 

to that generated by a resistive termination whose temperature was known. 

A directional coupler between the antenna and the ferrlte switch allowed 

the Injection of known signal levels from an argon noise source which 

provided a convenient and reliable means of calibrating the difference in 

power between the antenna signal and the reference level.   The signal 

out of the ferrlte switch was converted to S-band by mixing it with the 

output of a 31,450-Mc klystron oscillator in a Ka. to S-band balanced 

mixer.   This heterodyned signal was amplified in three series-connected 

low-noise, wide-band, travelling-wave amplifier tubes whose output was 
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detected in a coaxial-type video detector.   The pa..band of the K^band 

•y.tem wai 900 Mc wide up to the detector which narrowg it to a few 

megacyclei and perforttu iome integration. 

The video ilgnal at thii point wai recorded in a Precision Instru- 

ment tape recorder to a bandwidth of 100 kc.   The video signal was also 

displayed on a Tektronix 545 oscilloscope where provision was made to 

photograph several minutes of the signal to a bandwidth of 50 kc with a 

Dumont Oscilloscope Camera, model 321A. 

The first 50 microseconds of the video signal after burst time 

was displayed on a Tektronix 551 oscilloscope and photographed with a 

Falrchlld camera, model 0-15A.   This scope was triggered by the flash 

from the burst by means of a fiducial marker generator provided by 

Edgerton. Germeshausen and Crier. Inc. (ECIC).   After the Star Fish 

shot, the L-band video was substituted for the K^band video In this set- 

up.   The S-band video was displayed In this manner for all shots, but 

the photo-multlpller tube was damaged by the brilliance of the Blue GUI 

shot and failed to trigger for the last two shots. 

The signal from the video detector was also amplified further 

by a narrow-band amplifier and fed Into a synchronous detector which 

restored the ds     level relative to the known reference signal.   It was 

then Integrated In two channels, one with a 0. 1-second time constant 

and the other with a l.O-second time constant and recorded on a Sanborn 

strip recorder.   Two recording channels were provided for the 0. 1- 

second data to provide a wide dynamic range for the signal whose magni- 

tude was unknown prior to the measurement.   The sensitivity of the 

1.0-second integration time channel was such that a temperature 

variation of the order of 10K could be detected.    Since the sensitivity 

is proportional to the square root of the integration time, the sensitivity 

of the faster recordings was correspondingly less. 
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The S-bwid •yttem used mn S-foot dish whote beamwidth was 3° 

at half-power points as shown In Fig. I. 2. with a maximum gain of 

33. 8 db.    Th« S-band dish was servo-slaved to the Ka-band dish, and 

their common pointing angle controlled by personnel In the van.   A 

closed circuit television camera was boreslghted on the K^-band dish 

to monitor the field of view of the antenna and to aid In tracking the event. 

The output of the S-band antenna after passing through a ferrite 

switch was amplified at S-band In a TWT amplifier.   The rest of the 

S-band radiometer was Identical to the K^-band radiometer.   The pass- 

band of the S-band radiometer was 2600 Mc to 3500 Mc for the Star Fish 

•hot.   Filters were added to narrow the acceptance band to 2750 Mc to 

3450 Mc for the remaining events.In order to reduce the disturbance 

caused by radar Interference.    The sensitivity of the S-band system 

was better than 0. 30K temperature change In the 1. 0-second Integration 

channels for most of the measurements but was degraded to about 3.0OK 

by Interference during the Star Fish event. 

The L-band systems used a disk-loaded rod array as a stationary 

antenna.    This array was arranged to provide two beams, one of which 

was horizontally polarized and the other vertically polarized.   The gain 

profile of these beams.a. seen In Fig.  1. 3.had a 3-db width of 10° x 20°. 

The maximum gain of each beam was 20 db.   Two complete radiometers, 

whose block diagram Is shown In Fig. 2. 2. were used at L-band to process 

the two polarization, separately.   A solid-state «witch was used to switch 

between the antenna and the reference level at a lOOO-cp-, rate.   Tunnel 

diode, were used a. preamplifier, at L-band.    These were followed by 

L-band to 30-Mc mixer, and transistorized IF amplifier..   The video 

signal, at the output of the IF amplifiers were recorded on the tape re- 

corder and al.o were further amplified,  .ynchronou.ly detected, and 
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integrated.   The 0. l-iecond integration channels were recorded on 

Sanborn chart recorder! and the 1.0-iecond integration channels fed 

into eelf-contalned battery-operated Ruetrack recorder!. 

The receiving bandwidth of the L-band radiometer« wa» 4 Mc 

centered at 925 Mc.   A 10oK antenna temperature change in the 0. l-iecond 

integration time channels could be reliably detected. 

A Bolex 16-mm movie camera was mounted on the Riband an- 

tenna to monitor the field of view of the antennas.   The antenna-pointing 

angles were recorded in analog form on a separate Sanborn recorder. 

Time. In the form of AMR. B-l code, was recorded concurrently with 

the data in each recorder.   The characterlstios of all the Initrumentation are 
summarized in Table 2.1. 

The trailer and antenna« are shown in Figure 2.3. 

2.2        EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experimental procedure followed in making measurements 

was quite similar for each nuclear test.   Prior to burst time, the an- 

tennas were pointed at the predicted burst point with the single exception 

that,for Blue Gill, the L-band antenna was pointed 4° high to allow for 

the anticipated rise ofthat fireball. 

At approximately H-30 minutes, all systems were calibrated 

by Injecting known signal levels into the radiometers from their respective 

standard noise sources.   The systems were calibrated again after the an- 

tenna temperature measurements for each event were completed.   At the 

end of the series, the noise source calibrations were checked against a 

hot-cold load measurement.   In this final calibration, the antennas were 

replaced by resistive terminations which were cooled to 0OC and then 

heated to 100oC.   The calculated values of the noise sources in this 

region were confirmed by this measurement. 
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Mwiurtmenti of the atmoipheric attenuation at K^-band were 

made about an hour before burst time.   The total pre-thot tranimiieion 

lottes of the Ka-band and S-band •yttemt were alto checked by the 

method dlecuseed In the previoue iection. 

The tape recorderi and the recording movie cameras were 

started at H.60 seconds.   In the cases of the King Fish and Tight Rope 

events, the pointing angles of the S-band and K^-band  antennas were 

adjusted slightly a few seconds after burst to compensate for small 

errors In the burst point.   After the Initial signals had subsided, the 

antennas were scanned over the regions which seemed most appropriate 

to each case.   In general, the duration of the signals was too short to 

permit a complete mapping procedure, but many of the significant 

features were determined before the signals vanished.   Only In the 

case of Tight Rope was the Image on the television monitor sufficiently 

distinct after the first few seconds to serve as a good visual aid to the 

scanning procedure. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS 

The rerolt» in the interim report have been re-examined in detail and 

aupplemented with additional data from the faater channel«.  The correction« which 

have been made were minor, occurring principally during the beginning of the aignali 

where the 0. l-aecond integration channel« were «ometime« too «low to 

follow the rapid change« clo«ely.   Where appropriate, tKt early time 

reiponte ha» been plotted on an expanded «cale from the wide bandwidth 

data.   The precUion of the data from the falter channel« i«, of course, 

lower than that which i« derived from channel« with longer Integration 

time«. 

Initial examination of the L-band reiult« indicated «omewhat higher 

(10-20*) temperature« for the horizontally polarized output.    Subsequent 

•tudy of data taken of the «un at the field installation with thi« «ystem 

shows the same difference, which must be therefore ascribed to a differ- 

ence in efficiency in the two sections of the L-band antenna.   It was con- 

sequently concluded that there was no appreciable difference in the data 

recorded for the two polarizations at L-band for any of the nuclear shot«. 

The results presented here apply equally well to either polarization. 

The K -band result« presented here have been corrected for the 

average atmospheric loss measured prior to each «hot. 

The antenna poaition angle« for the Riband and S-band antennas 

are plotted simultaneously with the antenna temperature data as a function 

of time in order to allow interpretation of the effects of scanning the an- 

tennas directly from the data. 
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3.1     STAR FISH PRIME 

The Star Flih burgt occurred very cloie to the planned location, 

thus prefenting negligible error in the initial pointing anglet of the an- 

tenna.   The radiation and debrie from the Star Fiih ihot expanded e.fen- 

tially unimpeded at a consequence of the high altitude (400 km) of the 

burst.   Unlike the lower shots, its boundaries were indistinct and its 

geometric extension difficult to specify.   It is evident, however, that 

it spread over a region much larger than that encompassed by the radio- 

metric antenna beams in a very small fraction of a second. 

3  1.1    K -band.   In marked contrast to the results of the lower 
■ *   ' a 

«hots, the antenna temperature change of the Ka-band system was less 

than the minimum detectable signal of l0K.   As will be seen in later 

discussion, this result is a consequence of the fact that the Star Fish 

radiation did not Increase the electron-ion density sufficiently in either 

the burst region or in the intervening atmosphere to change the absorption 

of K -band radiation significantly. 

3.1.2    S-band.   At burst time the S-band antenna temperature 

shown in Fig. 3.1 rose immediately by 420K.   (Note:   The Star Fish 

results were previously given in terms of the temperature change at 

the radiometer and. therefore,  smaller by the amount of the transmission 

line loss.)   The initial peak decayed after a few seconds to a minimum of 

70K at 15 seconds and then climbed slowly to a broad secondary peak of 

20oK in the next 30 seconds.    This effect vanished after three or four 

minutes. 

3.1. 3     L-band.     The L-band antenna temperature shown in Fig.  3. 2 

rose immediately by 3000K at burst time, dipped to 80OK at 15 seconds, 

and then rose slowly to 1120K at 40 seconds.   It. likewise, vanished in 
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three to four minutes. 

3.2     CHECKMATE 

The Check M*te burst was about 2° below and 2° east of the ex- 

pected direction.   The burst spread rapidly and filled the S- and l^-band 

antenna beams in a small fraction of a second. Table 3.1 gives representa- 

tive values of the angle subtended by the diameter of the Check Mate fire- 

ball at the radiometrlc antennas as taken by the Bolex boresighted camera 

and from Reference 4.  The burst was quite 

symmetrical, but the edges were irregular and indistinct, causing an 

uncerUinty of * 15< in the listed values. 

The peak antenna temperatures recorded for the Check Mate shot were 

considerably greater than anticipated and proved to be the highest en- 

countered during the series at each frequency. 

3.2.1 K -band.     The K -band antenna temperature, as shown 

in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, rose to a peak value 

It remained at the peak value for only a fraction of a 

second before decaying rapidly In a nearly exponential manner, reach- 

ing half value in less than 2 seconds and vanishing in about 60 seconds. 

3.2.2 S-band.    The S-band antenna temperature (Figs.  3. 5 and 

3.6) rose to a peak temperature 

The decline was slpwer than K^-band, half value occurring in about 6 

seconds.   At 40 second» the temperature stabilized at about 

Scanning the antenna upward by 10° to the new center of the burst showed 

a slightly higher temperature in that region.   Scanning the antenna down- 

ward   60 seconds after the burst indicated a distinct bottom boundary of 

the microwave source 3° below the burst point, although the antenna beam 

was still overlapping the edge of the fireball.   At 110 seconds the antenna 

was scanned in azimuth across the nuclear cloud,and the width of the micro- 
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wave iource »t the butit point elevation was found to be about 18 .   (Note: 

The angular motion of the antenna is equal to the azimuth change multi- 

plied by the cosine of the elevation angle.)   By 120 second, the cloud was 

about 10< cooler in the center,with the maximum temperature occurring 

halfway from the center to the edge. 

3.2.3     L-band.   The L-band antenna temperature (Figs. 3.7 and 

3. 8) rose more slowly than for the other two frequencies, reaching a 

peak 
It 

decayed somewhat more slowly than the S-band. 

3.3    KING FISH 

The King Fish burst occurred 0. 2° above and 1. 2° west of the 

direction of the pre-pointed antennas.   The peak antenna temperatures 

were lower than those for Check Mate but similar in character and 

duration. 

The burst expanded asymmetrically upward.   The angular di- 

mensions in Table 3.2were derived from E G AC photography on 

Johnston Island and from the Bolex Camera mounted on the Riband 

antenna. 

3.3.!     K -band.    The Riband antenna temperature (Figs. 3. 9 

and 3.10) rose in less than 10 milliseconds.   A small correction in the 

pointing angle at seven to nine seconds had no obvious effect on the an- 

tenna temperature.   The rather abrupt changes in slope at 2 to 5 seconds 

were not associated with antenna motion but were probably the result of 

early time fluctuations in the fireball (Reference 5).   At 15 seconds the bottom edge 

of the microwave source was located 2° below the initial pointing angle. 

The antenna was scanned upward   starting at 18 second», encountering 

«omewhat higher temperature.    The whole area became transparent to 

K -band after 25 to 30 seconds. 
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3.3.2     S-band.     The S-band antenna temperature (Figa. 3.11 and 

3.12) required about 1 aecond to reach a peak 

At 60 «ecoftda the upper edge of the S-band radiation tource 

waa 30° above the burat point at a conaequence of the fast ria« and aaym- 

metrical expansion of the debris.   Scanning the antenna in azimuth at 

150 seconds Indicated that the central region was then 20° in diameter 

with a source temperature of about 100oK. At 250 seconds a northern 

portion of the sky was scanned briefly in an attempt to detect the beta 

patch, but no region of exceaa temperature was located. 

3.3.3     L'band. The L-band excess antenna temperature for 

King Fish, shown In Fig. 3.13. rose 650oK in 2 seconds and fell at 

very nearly the same rate as at S-band.   The sitmller antenna tempera- 

tures at L-band observed for the lower shots with their smaller fire- 

balls   are due primarily to the smaller fractional filling of the antenna 

beam. 

3.4     BLUE GILL TRIPLE PRIME 

The Blue Gill burst was 1.6° below and 1° west of the expected 

direction.   The Blue Gill fireball proved to be quite difficult to scan 

systematically, since It rose rapidly In elevation and Its Image on the 

closed-circuit television monitor was not well defined after the first 

few seconds.   Therefore, the antenna elevation was raised periodically 

to compensate for the anticipated rise.   Supplemental data taken by the 

Bolex movie camera boreslghted on the antenna to record the scanning 

aspect was unfortunately lost during laboratory processing. 

The angular dimensions in Table 3.3 were furnished by EGtG. 
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3.4.1 K -band.     The K -band antenna temperature (Figa. 3.14 

and 3.15) rose 750oK at bunt time and held thii value for 2 fecondi be- 

fore climbing to a peak The temperature re- 

mained near itt peak value for over 30 secondi before dropping sharply 

and disappearing after 60 teconds. 

3.4.2 S-band.     The S-band excess antenna tertperature (Figs. 

3.16 and 3.17) aft«r * ,hort lnitial iniPul,e at bur»t time held a 

value of 240oK for 4 seconds and then climbed slowly to a peak 

After a few seconds at the peak value, it decayed some- 

what more slowly than it rose.   At 100 seconds the antenna was scanned 

across the area, and the edge of the torus, which was well formed at 

that time, was found to be considerably hotter than the central region. 

The photographic record was indistinct earlier than 30 mlcrosecondsfand 

quantitative data cannot be presented for that region.   The technique used 

for recording the very early time response (Chapter 2 ) was somewhat 

of an Incidental appendage to the radiometry system and was not nearly 

as useful in obtaining data as the techniques for later times proved to be. 

In addition to the anticipated handicap caused by the periodic switching 

of the antenna signals by the radiometers, the fiducial marker failed to 

trigger the oscilloscope for several of the events.    In any future measure- 

ments of this type. It Is recommended that special receivers,  separate 

from the radiometers, be developed to investigate the first few micro- 

seconds of the response. 
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The electromagnetic impulie (Fig. 3.18) w»i calibrated in termt 

of antenna power 

Data from the tape recorder indicate that very 

•Imilar impulsee occurred for the other ehoti, at leatt in thoie catet 

where the impulie« were not obecured by an immediate riee in the thermal 

signal. 

3.4.3     L-band.   The L-band antenna temperature (Fig. 3.19) 

rote to 240OK ihortly after burtt.   It held thie value for «everal eecondi 

but then declined «lowly to 190oK at 25 «econde before climbing to a new 

peak of 350oK at 65 «econde.   At previously indicated, the L-band antenna 

was pre-pointed above the burst poin^and the large secondary peak 

appears to be the result of the rise of the fireball through the center 

of the beam. 

3. 5     TIGHT ROPE 

The Tight Rope burst was 3/4   above and 1/4   east of the pre- 

dicted direction.   Angular dimensions of the visible fireball are given 

in Table 3.4. 

3. 5.1     K -band.   The K -band antenna temperature  (Figs. 3. 20 
a a 

and 3. 21) increased 300oK A* in 

Blue Gill, it held this initial value for about a second before climbing 

The sharp drop at 

12 to 13 seconds occurred shortly before the hole in the torus became 

visible. 
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3. 5. 2     S-b*nd.   The S-band tign*! (Flgi.  3. 22 and 3. 23) ex- 

hlbifd an impul.« r..pon.e at bur.t .imilar to Blue Gill and .ettled 

to 240OK in a fraction of a millisecond.   It held this value 2. 5 eecondi 

.„d climbed to a peak At 58 .econd. the top 

.dge of the radiating region wa. 7° above the Initial point.and at 68 

.econd. the bottom edge wa. 2° below the initial pointing angle.   The 

effect of the cooler   hole in the toru.   wa. evident during thi. .can, 

but it. size wa. coneiderably smaller than the main lobe of the S-band 

antenna.   The signal decayed at about the same rate as the higher .hot.. 

3. 5. 3     L-band.     The L-band antenna temperature ro.e 55 K at 

bur.t time (Fig. 3.24).   The much .mailer temperature change is con- 

sistent with the smaUer fireball size relative to the broad L-band antenna 

beam. The small signal combined with an uncertainty In measurement of 

* 10OK admits a fairly sizeable percentage error in this case.   The in- 

accuracy in the antenna temperature data in the other cases is less than 

10< for the major portion of the measurement interval. 
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TABLE 3.1 ANGULAR SIZE OF FIREBALL, CHECK MATE 

Time 
MC 

0.1 
1.0 

10.0 
30.0 - 100.0 

TABLE 3.2 ANGULAR SIZE OF FIREBALL. KINO '/ISH 

Time 
■ec 

0.1 

0.5 

1.0 

6.0 

10.0 

20.0 

40.0 

60.0 

Horizon^'   Hameter Vertical Diameter 
 degree? degrttt 
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TABLE 3.3 ANGULAR SIZE OF FIREBALL. BLUE GILL 

Time 
•ec 

0.15 

0.5 

1.0 

2.0 

9.0 

15.0 

27.0 

45.0 

69.0 

81.0 

99.0 

102.0 

Outtld« DUmeter To mi Opening 
HorlzTSSI      Vertical Horiront»!        Vertical 

«fepMS degree« degrees degrees 
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TABLE 3.4 ANGULAR SIZE OF riREBALL, TIGHT ROPE 

Tim« Outild» DUmrter Tonn Opwing 
TiT HorixdHia TSrUcal Vertical 

degrees degree! degrees 

0.1 

0.4 

1.0 

3.G 

5.0 

10.0 

20.0 

30.0 

35.0 

50.0 

90.0 
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CHAPTER  * 

DISCUSSION 

An Important factor in the Interpretation of the data is the inte- 

gration effect of the antenna beam .ixe. at lea.t in in.tance. in which 

the main lobe encompa..e. an area greater than that which it being 

._...at...»..,     A. «r.vl0«.lv indicated (Section 1.2 ). it ii not possible 

to obtain a complete solution for all the conditions encountered in prac- 

tice.   In order to provide a basis for interpreting the antenna effect, the 

following procedure was adopted.   The emission temperatures 

(i.e.,  (1- T) T  ) for spherically shaped radiators which would yield the 

observed antenna temperatures during the time intervals of interest 

were calculated.   The radii of the hypothetical radiators were taken to 

be equal to the average radius of the visual fireball (see Tables 3.1 

through 3.4). and the centers of these spheres were located in the di- 

rection of maximum gain of the antennas (Figs.  1.1. 1.2. and 1.3).    No 

attempt was made to account for the nonuniformity of the temperature 

within the fireball proper except that data points were selected for the 

direction of maximum antenna temperature.   There is some experi- 

mental justification for this approach In the fact that, with the exception 

of the well-developed hole in the torus for Blue Gill and Tight Rope, the 

antenna temperature was not a sensitive function of direction within the 

fireball area.   The results of these calculations are shown in Figs. 4. 1. 

4. 2. 4. 3. and 4. 4 for Check Mate. King Fish. Blue Gill, and Tight Rope, 

respectively. 
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4.1     CHECK MATE 

Referring to Fig. 4.1, depicting the calculated equivalent emiefion 

temperature T-JI - T) for the Check Mate fhot.  eeveral obiervationt 

may be made. 

The decay of the exceptionally high initial temperature! ia very 

nearly exponential over the time interval contidered.   The I^-band 

temperature dropped rapidly after one-half iecond. while the S-band 

temperature remained relatively constant for two •econde before etart- 

ing the exponential decay.   (The ponibility of calculating the equivalent 

temperature! at very early times I» precluded by the initial error in the 

bur it pofltlon.)   Consideration of thie reeult in conjunction with the fact 

that the K -band temperature wae confietently higher than the emieeion 

temperatures at the other two frequencies for the lower altitude shots 

during this time interval, but very much lower for the Star Fish shot, 

leads to the conclusion that the Check Mate burst was becoming trans- 

parent to K -band radiation in less than one second. 

At one and a half seconds the K^band temperature is one-half 

the S-band temperature, the latter of which is presumably a good measure 

of the debris temperature at this time.    Therefore, the transmission co- 

efficient for K -band at one and a half seconds is equal to one-half 

(T_ M 1/2), which is equivalent to an attenuation of 3 db.   Rough estimates 

of the average electron density may be obtained by applying this result 

to the expression for the attenuation in a fully ionized plasma (Eq.  1.8). 

A uniform layer of thickness equal to the diameter of the burst is assumed. 

The results are n(e) * 6 x 1010 cm-3 at one and a half seconds.    Likewise, 

the results shown in Figs. 3. 5 and 3. 7 indicate that the transmission co- 

efficient of the debris at S-band reaches the value of one-half at about 
9 

165 seconds, so that the electron density is then found to be n{e) m 10 . 

This latter value leads to an estimate of the effective recombination 
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coefficient,   a »-L ~ 6 x I0"12.   The value of n(e) at 1. 5 tecondt it 
nt 

consiitent with this value of a if the original value of the electron 

density no(e) ~ 2 x 10     cm ~   . 

The attenuation through the fireball region may b^ obtained for 

other frequenciei from these valuea «ince, at shown in Eq.  1. 8, the 

attenuation varies as the inverse square of the frequency.   For example, 

the attenuation at 300 Mc at t « 165 seconds would be 300 db, indicating 

a formidable UHF-radar barrier for a period of minutes after the burst. 

The fact that the L-band temperature is consistently lower than 

the S-band temperature may be an indication that the L-band absorption 

occurs in a cooler layer than at S-band.   The uncertainty entailed in the 

antenna beam correction for L-band is nearly as large as this tempera- 

ture difference, however.   The rise in the L-band antenna temperature 

after three seconds is explained by the visual fireball spreading into the 

antenna beam, but the distinctive dip at three seconds is a separate un- 

explained effect which may be associated with a rapidly dissipated 

absorption layer outside the fireball proper. 

4. 2     KING FISH 

The equivalent emission temperatures calculated from th« K.lng 

Fish antenna temperatures are shown in Fig. 4. 2.   The initial tempera- 

tures decayed as an exponential function of time.   The emission tempera- 

ture at K -band was higher than at the lower frequencies for the first 

five seconds.   This behavior in conjunction with the results for the other 

shots may be interpreted as concrete evidence that the Ka-band radiation 

originates in a deeper (i. e., hotter) layer of the fireball.   The other 
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possible explanation, that the temperature was higher in the localized 

surface area probed by the l^-band antenna,seems to be refuted by the 

small effect of scanning the beam within the fireball. 

At about 12 seconds the Riband emission temperature falls to 

half that of S-band. Indicating 3 db of attenuation through the fireball 

at K -band. 

fireball diameter of 70 km and a temperature of 2100oK. leads to an 

The 
1 -12 / 

recombination coefficient estimated from this result is a «^ « 8 x 10      /sec. 

4. 3     BLUE GILL TRIPLE PRIME 

The emission temperatures calculated from the Blue Gill antenna 

temperatures are shown in Fig. 4. 3. 

Mined its Initial temperature for a much longer interval than the higher 

The K -band temperature is considerably higher than for the 

lower frequencies during this interval.   This large difference emphasizes 

a shortcoming in the geometrical model of the fireball assumed for the 

emission temperature calculations. 

Without quantitative data on the extent 

of this region,it is not possible to calculate emission temperatures until 

after the effect of the ionized sheath has dissipated.   An estimate of the 

one-way attenuation of the sheath along a radial path between the fireball 

and the antenna at one second for Riband may be made by extrapolating 

the emission temperature in Fig. 4. 3 to this time and applying the results 

with the antenna temperature data from Fig. 3.15 to the relation 
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TA-TMTBFB'<1-TM)TM 

£rom which the tranimiiiion coefficient  TM *0. 094. and the attenuation 

LA ■— «10.6 ■ 10.3 db. 
A    TM 

4.4    TIGHT ROPE 

The Tight Rope fireball maintained its initial peak temperature for 

a ihorter period (Fig. 4.4) than Blue Gill. 

A« in the cate of Blue Gill, an attenuating sheath of ionized atmoe- 

pheric material formed around the fireball within a few microseconds 

after the burst. 

The transmission coefficient of the sheath for K^band along a 

radial path could be calculated from the antenna temperature of 330 K 

and the beam-filling factor of 0.8 at one-half second if the emission 

temperature were known. 

The inverse square of the fre- 

quency dependence for attenuation translates this result into 130 db at 

S-band. 

Scanning the antenna to the edge of the fireball at 60 seconds (see 

Fig.  3. 22) indicates quite decisively that the attenuation at S-band had 

become negligible outside the visual fireball by that time, while the fire- 

ball itself was still opaque to S-band signals.    Furthermore, the sudden 
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rite in the anteim» temperature »t 0. 7 eecond at Kft.band,at 8 seconds at 

8-band, and at 25  to 35 iecondi at L-band etrongly euggeet that the attenua- 

tion of the sheath wai becoming negligible for these frequencies at these 

respective times. 

4.5    STARFISH PRIME 

The microwave effects of the Star Fish shot were etrikingly less 

than for the lower shots.   The debrie region was quite transparent to 

radiation at frequencies at least as low as S-band.   It is not yet completely 

clear whether that attenuation which was obterved occurred primarily in 

the debris region or in the atmosphere ionized by the buret.   Since the 

L-band temperature rose somewhat higher than the upper atmospheric 

temperature, it appears Ukely that at least part of the attenuation occurred 

in the debris region.   The emission temperature of the debris cannot be 

deduced from the radiometric data alone,since the region was nearly trans- 

parent to the radiometric frequencies.   If the attenuation is assumed to 

occur in a region with an emission temperature of the order of 10,000oK, 

then from i-he L-band data at one second Lg « 1. 03 « 0.15 db for L-band 

radiation and from the S-band data Lg *» 1.004 « 0.017 db for S-band sig- 

nals.   On the other hand, if the absorption occurred in the ionised atmos- 

phere with an assumed temperature M 300°. the S-band data yields 

L    « 1.15 « 0. 6 db for S-band radiation at one second after burst. 
M 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The microwave radiometric meaiurementt have provided quanti- 

tative data on the amount of thermal noiie incident on radar-type antennas 

«■ a result of high-altitude nuclear bursti.   These results are given ex- 

plicitly by the radiometric data without need for elaborate calculation or 

interpretation.   For example, a radar receiver with an antenna beam- 

width of a few degrees or less must anticipate thermal noise input 

The micro- 

wave noise for intermediate altitudes scales very nearly linearly with 

the altitude.   At 400 km there is much less noise generated by the burst 

since the debris is transparent to frequencies above S-band.   The peak 

noise temperatures appear to be nearly independent of the yield of the 

weapon.   The sensitivity of low-nolse radar receivers will be sharply 

reduced by this noise.   For example, a receiver with a noise figure of 3 db 

will become approximately 10 db less sensitive for a few seconds if Its an- 

tenna is pointing toward a burst, and false targets may be indicated by 

target threshold circuits. 

The attenuation results deduced from the radiometric data are 

valuable supplements to attenuation data obtained by other means.   Illus- 

trative examples of the deductions   are   given in the previous chapter.    A 

reliable determination of the attenuation may be made from the radiometry 

data directly In those cases In which the medium Is partially transparent 

to one of the radiometer frequencies at the same time that it is nearly 

opaque to another (lower) frequency from which the temperature of the 

medium may be determined. 
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The attenuation of the Star Fiih ihot was negligible for Riband 

and nearly negligible for S-band at all timet. 

The attenuation resulti from the radiometric data apply to one-way 

■emi-infinite path length« in the direction of the antenna beamt.   The 

attenuation for finite path lengtht can be determined from the above re- 

sult! by considering the geometry of any particular iituation of interest. 

A great advantage of the radiometric method of determining attenua- 

tion over the much more complex and costly method of monitoring beacons 

carried by probing rockets is that the transmission path and other experi- 

mental parameters can be easily controlled. For the purpose of obtaining 

attenuation data for more than one transmission path simultaneously, it 

would be highly desirable to utilize a multiple antenna-beam system in 
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»ny future teitt.   Furthermore, the attenuation could be calculated more 

accurately and more often if additional microwave frequencies were em- 

ployed.   For these reaeon«, the following radiometric parameters are 

recommended for future tests. 

frflcrowave Freouenciei.    L-, S-, X-, Ka-fand F-bands 

Antennas.      Parabolic with multiple feeds.   Equal beamwidths 

for all frequencies would greatly simplify the interpretation 

of the data.   A half-power beamwidth of about 1° would be a 

reasonable choice.   Several of the beams should probe the 

fireball proper, and several of the beams should be aimed 

10*to 20° away from the centers.   A monopulse-type tracking 

of the fireball by the central antenna beams would be an attractive 

arrangement. 

Radiometers.      Conventional, comparison-type are desirable 

for the time interval from a few milliseconds to several 

minutes.   For very early times, a simple directly con- 

nected radiometer should b« developed. 

Recording.      Data reduction could be simplified im- 

measurably by converting the radiometer output from 

analog to digital form before processing.   Strip-chart 

analog recording should also be retained to provide 

invaluable on-the-spot monitoring and diagnosis. 

In the final analysis, the value of any experimental me asurement 

must be judged by the extent to which It aids and encourages the Invention 

and development of successful physical models and theories.   In order 

that the resulting theories qualify as successful, they must predict re- 

liably the outcome of hypothetical measurements over a wider range than 

the original measurements.   The ultimate goal of the aggregate of electro- 

magnetic measurements on the high-altitude nuclear bursts was to foster 
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the formulation of a description of the time-space history of the elementary 

particles (including the radiation over the complete spectrum) involved in 

the burst with sufficient detail to permit the prediction of the electromag- 

netic   blackout   effects to be encountered in any foreseeable high-altitude 

nuclear threat.   In this context, the results of the radiometric measure- 

ments were particularly rewarding.   The time history of the emission 

temperatures and the transmission coefficients gave considerable insight 

into the physical processes. 

The final re- 

sults should prove to be of lasting value to both the theoretician and the 

radar systems engineer. 
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